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Lazy banker model: solutions to assignment

1. Derive the expression for the variance of Returns noted in the slides.
Expected returns, and the definition of the variance of returns, derived in

the standard fashion for discrete random variables:

E(R) = p(e)Rg + (1− p(e))Rb

var(R) = E[[Ri − E(R)]2]

Substituting in to the definition of the variance, we have:

var(R) = p(e)[Rg − [p(e)Rg + (1− p(e))Rb]]2

+(1− p(e))[Rb − [p(e)Rg + (1− p(e))Rb]]2

= p(e)(1− p(e))2[Rg −Rb]2 + (1− p(e))p(e)2[Rb −Rg]2

Obviously,

(Rg −Rb)2 = (Rb −Rg)2

So we can simplify to:

var(R) = (Rg −Rb)2[p(e)(1− p(e))2 + (1− p(e))p(e)2]
= (Rg −Rb)2p(e)(1− p(e))

Which is the formula given in Christiano-Ikeda and in the slides.
2. Derive the first order conditions for the banker’s problem with observeable

effort stated in the slides.
Bankers problem is to:

max
d,e,Rd

g ,R
d
b

λ{p(e)(Rg(N + d)−Rdgd) + (1− p(e)Rb(N + d)−Rdbd)} − 0.5e2

s.t. p(e)Rdg + (1− p(e))Rdb = Rd

Rb(N + d)−Rdbd ≥ 0

By choice of the variables in the bankers’control d, e,Rdg , R
d
b .Where λ is the

marginal utility of consumption of the household of the banker, taken as given
by the banker. Note that the cost of effort rises quadratically with effort.
the Lagrangian is therefore:
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L = λ{p(e)(Rg(N + d)−Rdgd) + (1− p(e)Rb(N + d)−Rdbd)} − 0.5e2

+µ[p(e)Rdg + (1− p(e))Rdb −Rd] + v(Rdb −Rb(N + d))

Now differentiate wrt Rdg , R
d
b and e:

Rdg : −λp(e) + µp(e) = 0
Rdb : −λ(1− p(e)) + µ(1− p(e)) + v = 0
e : λp′(e)[(Rg −Rb)(N + d)− (Rdg −Rdb )d]

−e+ µp′(e)(Rdg −Rdb )d = 0

3. Demonstrate that λ = µ and v = 0. What do these conditions mean?
Condition that λ = µ follows from the first FOC:

Rdg : −λp(e) + µp(e) = 0

Second condition follows from substituting λ = µ into the second FOC:

Rdb : −λ(1− p(e)) + µ(1− p(e))− v = 0

v = 0 means that the cash constraint on the banker is not binding. λ = µ
means the value of relaxing the zero profit condition on mutual funds equals the
value of an extra unit of consumption to the hosuehold.
4. Derive the banker’s FOC when effort is unobserveable.
With unobserveable effort, banker just chooses e and takes Rdg , R

d
b and d as

given, since the contract the mutual fund offers the bankers can’t depend on
effort, which it can’t monitor.
The Lagrangian for the banker is simply:

L = λ{p(e)(Rg(N + d)−Rdgd) + (1− p(e)Rb(N + d)−Rdbd)} − 0.5e2

The banker no longer worries about the zero profit condition facing the
mutual funds, and no longer worries about the cash constraint. Before, the
optimality of the sitution made the bankers and mutual funds practically one
agent. Now, with unobservable effort, they are at odds.
The FOC for the bankers wrt the one choice variable e is:

λp′(e)[(Rg −Rb)(N + d)− (Rdg −Rdb )d]− e = 0

5. Derive the mutual funds FOCs when effort is unobserveable.
The Lagrangian for the mutual funds is:
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L = λ{p(e)(Rg(N + d)−Rdgd) + (1− p(e))[Rb(N + d)−Rdbd]
} − 0.5e2

+µ[p(e)Rdgd+ (1− p(e))Rdbd−Rd]
+v(Rdb −Rb(N + d))

+η[λp′(e)[(Rg −Rb)(N + d)− (Rdg −Rdb )d]− e]

Note that the mutual funds takes as a constraint the FOC for the bankers, so
this appears in the final line of the Lagrangian for the mutual funds. [Method-
ological analogy: in Engin’s course, you studied optimal monetary policy, and
there the policy maker takes the law of motion of the economy as its constraints,
where these are actually formed from the FOCs of consumers and firms.]
The mutual funds’FOCs for Rdg , R

d
b , e are:

−λp(e) + µp(e)− ηλp′(e) = 0

−λ(1− p(e)) + µ(1− p(e)) + ηλp′(e) + v = 0

λp′(e)[(Rg −Rb)(N + d)− (Rdg −Rdb )d]− e
+µp′(e)(Rdg −Rdb )d+

η[λp′′(e)[(Rg −Rb)(N + d)− (Rdg −Rdb )d]− 1] = 0

6. What is the second derivative of the function relating the prob that the
returns are good to bank monitoring effort?
Answer: 0!
7. Relate the insights of this model to events in the recent financial crisis.
This question is asking you to comment on how well the events in the model

describe those we saw in the crisis. The story of the model is that net worth
of banks falls [so this certainly happened in the crisis - the share values of
banks plummetted in some cases, and banks are often observed to be worth
even less than the book value of their loans!] and this means that mutual fund
depositors are forced to offer a debt contract to banks that is contingent on
whether returns are good or bad. If they don’t, there will be no compensation
for the possibility that the bank gets bad returns on its investments and simply
defaults. Unfortunately, making the debt contract contingent on returns means
that the bank no longer captures all the effort to improving the chance of a good
return through its effort. This means that it works less hard at discriminating
good projects from bad, and, as a consequence, returns are lower. This reduces
consumption, ultimately, and therefore welfare. The bit that doesn’t quite fit
is that the fall in net worth then led to a drop in effort monitoring returns. One
could certainly criticise banks for not doing enough to check on the riskiness of
its investments [eg in commercial property, or in securitised mortgages], but it
is doubtfull that this effort to discriminate fell during the crisis.
8. Derive the 3 equations that the slides state follow from the mutual funds’

FOCs when effort is unobserveable.
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First two of these combine to give the first 2 of these equations:

µ = λ+ v

vp(e) = ηλb

(λ+ v)b(Rdg −Rdb )d− η = 0

Working out for those first two equations is as follows:
Since p′(e) = b, first two FOCs are:

−λp(e) + µp(e) = ηλb

λ(1− p(e))− µ(1− p(e)) + v = ηλb

=⇒ −λp(e) + µp(e) = λ− λp(e)− µ+ µp(e) + v
=⇒ µ = λ+ v

Substituting this back into the first FOC we get:

−λp(e) + (λ+ v)p(e)− ηλb = 0

=⇒ vp(e) = ηλb

And the third equation in that list is got by using the effort constraint and
substituting out for e in the FOC for effort.
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